OPERATION
INSTRUCTIONS

FOR YOUR SAFETY

CKL

KEEP FINGERS AWAY
This mixer has sharp rotary parts. Keep your hands away from the
rotating part like the propeller, rotor etc. if operated carelessly, risk of
injury may occur to user. Do not attempt to reposition, clean, wipe or
scrape, or change any part of the mixer unless the power cord is
unplugged.

MULTIMIX
2108
VM
D1

KEEP CORDS NEATLY
Always tighten the ring of the round connector to the socket on the
drive motor to prevent the flexible control cord from dropping into the
mixing liquid. Also arrange the flexible control cord so that it does not
get into the way of the rotating parts.
ACCESSORIES AND DEVICES
Never connect the mixer with any accessory or device not approved
for use with this product.
Never connect he speed control unit to any incompatible products.
USE SENSIBLY
Use sensibly. Use only in upright position. Use appropriate ventilation.
Do not mix parts that are too hard or too large for the mixer.
START SLOWLY
Always set the speed from lowest to desired speed to prevent
splashing.
USE QUALIFIED SERVICE
Do not attempt to open any cover of the mixer or the speed control.
Repair or service by qualified personal only.
WATER-RESISTANCE
The motor drive unit and the speed control unit are not waterresistant.
Do not immerse in water or other liquid. Keep them dry. For indoor
use only.
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UNPACKING

3.

Three Segment Of The Base For The H-Stand

4.

Column For The H-Stand

5.

Main Shaft

6.

Disperser

You should check that the following items are included in the box :
1.

Main Body (Motor)

2.

Speed Controller
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7.

Shaft Clamp Nut

8.

Sleeve

11. Hopper

12. Clamp
9.

Tube Holder

13. Teflon Gasket

10. Seal Holder
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14. Preasure Gauge

17. Vessel Dish & Clamp

15. Ball Valve

Check that the input voltage specification on the drive motor and the
speed controller matches that available in your country. If not, contact
your dealer immediately to exchange for the correct parts.

16. Top Lid
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SETTING UP
A.

4.

Lay down the middle segment of the H-stand in front of you.
Remove the 4 allen screws lightly attached to both ends for
use in the next step.

5.

Place the left segment of the H-stand perpendicular to the
middle segment so that the mounting holes align correctly.
Screw in the 2 allen screws and tighten with the allen key
provided.

6.

Repeat (2) with the right segment. You have now formed a
H shape.

Setting Up The H-Stand
1.

2.

3.

Make sure all allen screws enter the holes.

Tighten allen screw an intermittent at the bottom.

Tighten allen screw at the top.
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B.

Setting Up The Main Body (Motor)
1. Take up the main body (motor) and remove the lower screw
that is lightly attached, and keep it for the next step.

4. Holding the main shaft upright on the table, lower the sleeve
carefully onto it so that the main shaft passes through the
bearings.

2. Insert the lower screw into the lower hole of the slide and
tighten both the upper screw and lower screw to attached
the main body (motor) securely to the slide.
3. Now we shall assemble the driving parts.
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5. Install the Seal Holder. (See the picture)

6. Install the Tube Holder cover and tight the screw allen use
by allen key. (See the picture)

7. Install the hopper, preasure gauge and ball valve.
(See the picture)
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Teflon Gasket

Teflon Gasket

Hopper

Ball Valve

Clamp

Clamp
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Teflon Gasket

8. Loosen lightly the 4 allen screws attached to the bottom of
the lantern to allow a distance of about 10mm. now lift up
the sleeve and the main shaft assembly you just made in
step 13, and align it with the lantern while at the same time
making sure the little locating pin on the sleeve faces
outermost.
Note : the 4 allen screw heads will pass through the
“peanut” slots.

Preasure Gauge

9. Install Top Lid and tight the allen screw use by allen key.
See the picture)

Clamp
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C.

10. Install disperser. (See the picture)

Setting Up The Speed Controller
1. Plug the round connector of the flexible control cord into the
4-pin socket located near the front-plate of the drive motor.
Tighten the ring around the connector.

11. Install the vessel dish and clamp. (See the picture)

2. Arrange the flexible control ord so that it will not entangle in
the rotating parts of the mixer.
3. Plug the power cord into the electric socket on the wall.
Switch on the wall socket.
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4. Turn the speed control knob anticlockwise to minimum or
zero

D.

Adjusting The Height Of The Main Body (Motor)
1. Loosen the locking knob to lifting or lowering. Tighten the
locking knob after lifting or lowering.

SPEED CONTROL KNOB

5. Note : The speed control comes with removable legs for
tilting the display viewing angle. Also it may be hung up on
suitable brackets
6. Optional information. The display is set by default to show
RPM when the speed control unit is first switched on. To
display, if desired, the motor current in amperes (A), press
the FUNC/DATA key once. To return to the default RPM
display, just press twice the FUNC/DATA key.

LOCKING KNOB

2. Now use some strength to support the weight of the motor at
the same time loosen the star knob. All the system can be
slide up or down easily between the H-stand.
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3. Adjust the gas lifting system :

II. Then loosen the allen screw to unlock the gas lifting
system.

I. Check the star knob that locking the lifting system. Lock
the star knob first before do any adjustment on the
system.

III. Now use some strength to support the weight of the
motor at the same time loosen the star knob. All system
can be slide up or down easily between the H-stand
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IV. Lock the star knob first then screw back the allen screw.
Loosen the allen screw that lock the slider rail. Then slide
the rail accordingly.

USING THE MIXER
1.
2.
3.
4.

ON the power
Press “RUN” button
Setting the speed using “SPEED CONTROL KNOB”
When want to stop, slow down the speed and then press “STOP”
button.

After finish adjust, lock the star knob first then screw back
the allen screw. Make sure all screw tightens before start
any operation.

CLEANING AFTER USE
You should clean up the mixer immediately after use to prevent the
product from drying up and sticking to the parts.
The mixer can be quickly dismantled for easy cleaning. Reverse the
method used in setting up the mixer explained earlier. Do not
immerse the main body (motor), or the speed control into water to
prevent electrical danger. Also the sleeve should not be immersed in
water as it contains two sets of ball bearings inside.
Caution :
Always disconnect the power supply before dismantling
or cleaning
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Model No. :
Multimix 2108 VM - D 1
Power :
1HP Compact AC Motor in Aluminum Housing
Drive :
Single Phase , 110V/220V, 50Hz/60Hz
Digital Inverter :
Sensor Less Vector Control
Speed :
Electronic variable speed inverter (0 – 6000 rpm)
Material :
SS 316L Wetted Parts
Disperser :
43mm
Mixing Capacity :
Up to 1L (H2O)
Lifting :
By gas spring slider

CKL

Included :
•
Vacuum chamber
•
Panel control with frequency inverter
CKL Multimix (M) Sdn Bhd
(293804-M)
No. 21 & 23 ,
Jalan Industri Mas 12,
Taman Mas,
47100 Puchong,
Selangor Darul Ehsan,
Malaysia.
Tel : +603 8051 3940
Fax : +603 8051 4867
E-mail : cklchem@pd.jaring.my
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